
What is it, really?
And what’s in it for me?

The Business 
Owner’s 5G Guide



5G is finally coming online. 

After years of marketing and high expectations, 
business owners want to know what 5G is and how 
it will affect their lives directly. Many companies are 
already anticipating 5G’s future use cases. To connect 
everyone more reliably and instantly, it is important 
to prepare for what is to come, both personally and 
professionally. 

That is precisely why we put together this briefing: 
to provide you with an overview of this new 
generation of cellular coverage and the steps it 
took to get here. 

In the following pages, you’ll receive the relevant 
details on 5G for each market vertical so that you can 
discover the key applications that will follow.



Get ready to read our e-book and learn:

What is 5G

How we got to 5G: a history on previous generations of 
mobile technology

What makes 5G different from the prior generations

What are the main features of 5G

How 5G will be used in society

How 5G benefits the customer

How can we position ourselves in front of our customers 
when it comes to 5G?
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What is 5G?



5G is a new reality, 
but what is it?

It has been almost a decade since development on 5G first 
commenced, but now it is official: 5G, literally meaning the 
“fifth generation”, is finally coming online all around the world.

Many telecom experts say that the rise of 5G will be a 
revolution in our lives, in a world increasingly connected to 
the Internet. As the number of people and connected devices 
grows, so does the demand for security, speed, coverage; 
demands that the long-awaited 5G will address.

It is said that 
this exceptional 
technological 
advancement will 
transform the world 
as we know it.



But what does this really mean for entrepreneurs?

At present, it may seem like there are more questions about 5G 
than answers. 

Some people are still trying to 
understand what 4G LTE is, while 
the most tech-savvy are anxious as 
to when 5G will come to their city. 

With 5G you will experience dramatically faster download and 
upload speeds versus 4G LTE. The time it takes for a device to 
communicate with other wireless networks, known as “latency”, 
will also dramatically decrease. This will allow existing applications 
to evolve and enable a large, interconnected network to exchange 
information, such as between smart meters in office buildings and 
the power plant that supplies them with energy. Building owners 
can then scrutinize the results of performance in real time and make 
improvements in a circular, continuous process. 



(a brief evolution from previous cellular generations)

How we got to 5G



Before we dive further into 5G, it is worth discussing 
what defined each previous generation of cellular 
technology in order to understand what new 
technologies 5G will bring.



The first call from 
one mobile phone to 
another was made by 
Martin Cooper on April 
3, 1973 on a DynaTAC 
8000 cell phone, built 
by Motorola. It was 
commercialized only 10 
years later, in 1983. 

It may seem inconceivable that devices at 
the time weighed 2 pounds, when today 
smartphones weigh less than 7 ounces. But that 
was the reality in the 80s, a period in which we 
saw the birth of the first cell phones.  

Annoyances were not limited to the heavy 
weight of the devices, however. Battery life was 
short, and interference impacted call quality.

1G _ 1980

The first generation.
The beginning of everything.

Voice calls

Voice call quality
Low, due to constant interference

Internet
Not available



This allowed for the use of Short Message 
Service (or SMS). Closer toward the end of this 
generation, users could also download images 
and sounds. This functionality was limited, 
however, as mobile internet was still very slow.

It was in this generation that cell phones became 
smaller, cheaper and, consequently, more popular.

Voice call quality 
Digital (big improvement)

Incredible as it may 
seem, both the Nokia 
3310 (one of the most 
popular cell phones of 
all time) and the first 
iPhone are technically 
part of the same 
generation. 

The iPhone appeared 
at the end of 2G, 
using the Edge 
network (Enhanced 
Date Rates For GSM 
Evolution), which was 
considered 2.75G 
technology, the limit 
between 2G and 3G.

2G _ 1990

With 2G, wireless networks for mobile 
devices entered the digital age. 

Internet
Speeds between 64~144 kbps

Voice calls 
+ Short text messages



Data transfer speeds became significantly faster.
 
Real-time video streams, streaming services - such 
as music and video - and many of the features 
that we can no longer live without were created 
thanks to the new possibilities that 3G provided.

3G _ 2000

Smartphones appeared thanks to the 
evolution to the third generation. 

Voice calls 
+ Long text messages 
+ Video

Voice call quality
HD

Internet
Up to 2 Mbps

iPhone 3Gs
one of the greatest 
innovations of this 
generation



What started with 3G improved dramatically with 4G 
thanks to faster data speeds. 

New use cases included high definition real-time 
video streams, mission-critical applications benefiting 
from reduced latency, greater security and mobility, 
ride sharing, and popularization of technology on a 
large scale.

4G _ 2010

With 4G, we arrive at the present day 
with technology that we currently use.

Voice call quality
HD

Internet
Up to 100 Mbps

Voice calls
+ Long text messages 
+ Streaming videos and games in HD



What makes 5G different 
from the technologies 

that preceded it?



A new type of mobile network would not be an improvement 
without fundamental differences from the existing one. 

Some of the key new 
features of 5G are:



Key features of 5G

In tests, 5G has already achieved speeds 100X faster than those 
currently achieved with 4G LTE. 

Faster speeds

Would you like to 
calculate for yourself 

how long it would 
take to download 
different file sizes 
with 5G speed? 

OK, but how fast is that, actually?

Online calculator
A little lesst than 2 
1/2 minutos onto your 
computer’s hard drive

50 Mbps: ± 13 minutos 
(average speed offered in 
the domestic plans of the 
operators)

DVD

(download speed)

(4.7 Gigabytes)

5G: 4 segundos
(just 4 seconds on a 5G 
network under ideal 
conditions)

Jogo - Quantum Break
(178 Gb for PC)



Key features of 5G

Latency is the time it takes for data to be loaded 
and sent from a device to a specific destination. 

This time is measured in milliseconds (ms) and 
refers to the response time between sending 
and receiving packets of data.

Reduced latency

Imagine that you are 
running a factory with 
heavy machinery. The 
latency will determine 
the response time 
between a camera 
that detects a flaw in 
a production line and a 
worker safety warning 
that automatically alerts 
the factory staff of the 
potential danger. 

4G 5G
35 to 52 ms 1 ms

In theory, this means 
that it will soon be 
possible for a surgeon 
(using a robot) to 
perform an operation 
on a patient, both in 
completely different 
locations, in real time. 
The latency will be 
so low that it would 
be as if the doctor 
were physically there 
performing the surgery.

The lower the latency, the faster the response:



Key features of 5G

This benefit involves intelligent machines that generate, exchange, 
process and interpret data in a completely autonomous way. 
They send information to other machines, servers, to the cloud, 
or people without human intervention. For businesses that utilize 
robotics and automation, this will be a compelling use case. 

5G will come equipped to handle a greater volume of demands, 
from simple high-quality streaming to virtual reality. The greater 
the capacity of a network, the more demand can be allocated on 
it. Picture a popular beach resort where lots of people plan to 
celebrate spring break with a live DJ sets. Beforehand, the guests 
would have a hard time posting photos and videos to social media 
networks during the show and sharing the delightful experience 
with their friends, and the performers would have difficulty 
streaming any of the footage to their fans. With 5G, all of this 
becomes easy to execute in high definition.

5G will enable not only a 
massive increase in the 
volume of data shared 
and processed, but also 
the number of smart 
machines connected 
simultaneously, in the 
vicinity of 1 million 
devices per square 
kilometer, which 100x 
more than 4G.

Increased capacity

Mass communication 
between machines



Key features of 5G

5G technology was developed to be more reliable than previous 
generations. This  means that you can move around more freely 
during a call knowing that there is no risk that the call will fail or 
that you will have problems with the connection.

All these key functions raise a question: will they suck all the energy out 
of my battery? On the contrary! Up to 10X longer life is being promised. 
According to Verizon’s CEO, Hans Vestberg, 5G’s low latency will allow 
part of the computing and data processing power to happen on the 
network and not on devices (one of the main battery power drains).

Building management systems that are in the cloud can become 
completely virtual. This greatly increases building monitoring, 
allowing for less downtime and a better user experience.

5G is designed for faster 
data transmission speed 
in adverse conditions. 

This flexibility is designed 
to be consistent across 
the gamut of devices and 
sensors.

Greater Reliability and Resilience

Longer battery life

Cloud improvements



(Here we explain how 5G will affect businesses across all the major built verticals)

How will 5G be used 
in society?



5G in different verticals

Smart buildings will permit more flexible workspaces and 
incorporate small sensors that monitor daily key needs, 
such as occupancy, lighting and temperature. This will 
result in energy cost savings, for example, directly affecting 
profitability for the enterprise. Owners will have the ability 
to connect to a building’s surveillance system and broadcast 
live feeds to their mobile devices, greatly increasing their 
property’s security.

The high speeds will also bring new applications to the home 
office, which quickly became a reality in the face of the social 
distancing necessitated by COVID-19. 

Videoconferences will use virtual reality and, with the 
addition of augmented reality, could create a feeling of 
almost physical presence in meetings. Fixed wireless access 
with 5G signal will become an alternative or back-up to wired 
broadband, creating more choice for tenants and residents. 

Commercial Buildings



5G in different verticals

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the need to ensure consumer 
health has become a necessity for all commercial establishments. Malls 
in particular have an even greater challenge precisely because they are 
public spaces with large concentrations of people. Today, many malls 
are already relying on technology to support health and, with 5G, the 
coverage and efficiency of these resources will be taken to the next level. 

• High speeds for faster processing
• Low latency for immediate response
• Greater density capacity so that more devices can be integrated 

and talk to each other
• There are so many possibilities...

Another important thing to note is that 5G will allow new ways of 
relating to customers, such as:

• Virtual visits
• More targeted media and advertising.

In short, this will provide spaces that are more flexible, efficient, safe, 
cheap to manage and, above all, with a newly defined purchasing 
experience.

Malls



5G in different verticals

Hospitals have a need for low latency and high bandwidth. A 
connected hospital can run more efficiently, and patients and 
their families can stay connected while facing shorter waits for 
essential services. New applications will also eventually become 
available, such as remote monitoring of patients and remote 
surgery, that will free up precious hospital resources.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, telemedicine is already 
making a big difference in patient consultation, treatment and 
follow-up. 

5G will allow us to build on this by enabling smart devices to 
perform tests in real time (using a smart-band, for example) and 
equipping doctors to diagnose and monitor remotely.

Hospitals



5G in different verticals

Just like commercial buildings and malls, hotels also need 
to ensure the wellbeing of their guests. 

The integration of technologies and devices will become 
essential to doing so. Separately, 5G will enable great 
improvements in the consumer experience. 

Some examples include:

• The use of artificial intelligence for customization 
of a guest’s check-in experience 

• And optimized service with greater degrees of 
automation.

Hotels



5G in different verticals

Convention centers, stadiums, arenas, and other spaces 
with large audience concentrations can expect high-speed 
broadband and medium to low latency. 

Convention centers often host technology seminars where 
augmented reality video conferences can become a reality. 

Thanks to the high bandwidth of 5G, you will never again 
be without a signal at a football game; thousands of people 
will be able to use the network without loss of signal or 
speed.

Convention centers



5G in different verticals

5G will make classrooms smarter. Artificial intelligence 
can help teachers optimize their time, performing small 
administrative tasks in an automated way. Students can 
receive feedback in real-time. 

Artificial intelligence, improved by the new processing 
capacity, will be able to learn and adapt teaching styles 
for individual students. Lastly, 5G will allow for better 
connectivity between school employees.

Educational institutions



5G in different verticals

Highways and streets do not always feature fast broadband 
or low latency. Yet public areas are often focal points for 
many people coming together for different purposes, such as 
festivals, events and leisure. 

5G will be able to address a greater volume of simultaneous 
connections while still providing a consistent experience for 
everyone. In terms of security, in the event of an emergency, 
5G will permit the exchange of information at a very fast 
speed.

Furthermore, broadly distributed IoT devices will analyze data 
collected in real time. For example, you can build an intelligent 
management system for traffic lights based on the calculation 
of the average density and speed of vehicles and also the 
number of pedestrians.

Public roads



5G in different verticals

Commutes will be much easier with intelligent and 
automated transport infrastructure.

We will have a large reduction in delays and accidents 
because of the power of processing high volumes of data 
and rapid responses by the cellular network.

It is already predicted that in the next 10-15 years, 
autonomous vehicles will be a reality, drastically altering 
our supply chains and creating a new mobility experience. 
Trucking, for instance, will become much more productive 
and safer, and commuting will take on a whole new 
meaning, as it will no longer be necessary to drive.

Transportation



5G in different verticals

Smart Cities will work by connecting people, technologies, 
infrastructure, management, the economy and government. 
These sensors will join components from across the city and 
make life much easier for inhabitants. 

This relationship may seem complex, but it is relatively simple: 
sensors and connected devices will allow cities to manage and 
monitor everything. 

Smart cities will also optimize the energy supply for the 
city, since the consumption of each residence will be easily 
identifiable and only what is necessary will be provided. The 
possibilities are endless!

Smart Cities



5G in different verticals

5G will be extremely important for the 4th Industrial Revolution due 
to its supply of intelligent connectivity. 

We will witness a new, globally connected production. 5G will offer: 

• High speed for massive data exchanges
• Low latency for immediate response time 
• Provide high density to connect billions of devices via IoT

Everything will be orchestrated through artificial intelligence. As 
Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum, said in his 
book “The Fourth Industrial Revolution”: 

Industry

If you want to understand a little more, you can watch this.

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution generates a world 
in which virtual and physical manufacturing systems 
cooperate in a flexible way globally”.



What does this mean for 
my customers?



The most immediate benefit will be speed 

It is expected that the new generation of cellular 
signal will deliver speeds of up to 1 GB/sec (and 
eventually, 10 GB/sec!). Once available, this high 
speed will change the way consumers work and 
engage online. Whether it’s downloading songs 
or films, or transferring large files, 5G bandwidth 
offers a seamlessness that will be continuously more 
perceptible for the consumer.

Streaming won’t suffer anymore with buffering 
problems – those infamous delays to load – and 
the experience of watching movies (even in 4K) or 
listening to music at the highest sound quality will be 
instantaneous. 

Did you suffer when listening to music or 
watching movies on Wi-Fi?

Another big benefit to 5G will be the ability to download 
high volumes of data. Games, augmented reality 
experiences, and even video calls with various people at 
once will happen in a fluid format without interruptions. 
5G will also enable services that we can’t even imagine 
today.

5G will deliver the best consumer experience 
through a more evolved and robust 
bandwidth

When you enter a crowded area, such as a stadium, you 
won’t suffer from a bad connection. The more bandwidth 
we have, the more people can simultaneously connect 
with their devices, allowing 5G smartphones to be much 
more versatile.



5G may not immediately benefit consumers because 5G-enabled 
handsets are not yet widely available. Significant investments 
still need to be made to expand coverage to 5G radio frequency 
bands, creating new networks and updating existing ones. 

But as more and more services become available and generate 
profits, the more popular the technology will become. The many 
impressive features of 5G mentioned above will make customers 
happy and deliver a great experience.



How can we position ourselves 
in front of our customers 

when it comes to 5G?



As the mobile operators continue their deployments, 
5G will be more commonplace here in the US in the 
next 5 years. The demand for connectivity is today a 
reality and will only increase. Preparing for this is a 
necessity, and investing now in an adaptable wireless 
system can make all the difference for your business. 

Once you have the technology in place, the feature 
benefits will be so dramatic that the improvements 
to your retention and customer satisfaction will set 
you apart from businesses that do not have their own 
dedicated coverage. Why wait for everyone else to 
catch up? If you start evaluating your connectivity 
needs today, you can be ahead of the curve 
tomorrow.

The demand for connectivity is today 
a reality and will only increase. 



DAS is a wireless system that offers an 
indoor mobile antenna network in large 
buildings like hotels, hospitals, offices, 
airports, malls, and convention centers. 

These buildings are known for connectivity 
problems, whether through high volume of 
simultaneously connected devices or signal 
penetration difficulty because of physical 
barriers, such as walls or other nearby 
buildings.

Active DAS, which is a more advanced type of DAS, 
is a great solution because it both resolves indoor 
connectivity issues and is ready for 5G.

The DAS System



Founded in San Juan, Puerto Rico, in 2008, QMC 
Telecom International (“QMC”) owns and operates 
over 2,500 wireless infrastructure assets and has 
rights to 42,500 infrastructure development sites 
in the Americas. 

The company develops, owns, acquires and 
manages rooftops, macro sites, small cells and DAS 
solutions in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Puerto 
Rico, and the United States. 

QMC is supported by a distinguished group of 
investors, including Accel, Housatonic Partners and 
Grupo Santo Domingo.

www.qmctelecom.com


